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Platform cafe maadi

The cold spring breze made me relax in my place as I watched the null from the front side of my front row. The null is agitated with activities, from birds plunged into the water environment flly to get their catch of the day, into aerial ships passing by, creating ripd on the surface of the spacecraft in Egypt. I could stay here forever, sip was I also caught up in the
opinion. The Madia deck is the perfect place not null. The outpost that was once difficult was now rectified; there's plenty of outdoor space and the option to package your car values for you. I step into the sleep, ultra modern design of the platform, taking in the view of the null from my tall position on the stairs before I make my way down. The dust, polluted,
noisy city of Cairo immediately forgotten as peace and quiet embraced us. The platform even has child play areas called Boomers. Next to the entrance, Boomers set up with a recreation, games and workshops, (at the top right of this photo, where the green ramp is). This is an ideal way to keep kids busy and at a distance from adults who want some quality
time with the sun, null and friends. Ultra the chic with modern design is consistent throughout the Platform. Much to my liking, there's an array of restaurants and coffee in the deck, so one can choose a different place to sit on each visit. Every restaurant and café has its view of the null, and a tremendous in between, encouraging people to take a stroll, much
like what I imagined Gamal Abdel Nasser does before the highway is being built on the null, as described in the normal A woman in Cairo by Norber. There is a glass separator between the market and the nile and the beautiful flower bed. The whole design studied a chic, modern design style. There's a busy tide of communities coming to the deck via the
Null Taxi, which is a small speed boat. It's such a convenient mode of transportation for people living near the null, since they won't have to worry about parking. But it's the opinion I've come for, and there's a lot of that. Photographers advises them in for a treat because there are so many photos, from feluccas docked along the shore, to hunting birds, and
vintage rows and sins arguing their spying in the water. There is also a steady tide of cruise passenger ships on the null. The amazing platform security guards didn't ask me to put my camera away as I gradually captured pictures after pictures. The fact that they're photography-friendly scored the biggest point with me, since this is something I have to deal
with every time I take my digital SLR from Cairo. The deck is nice and quiet during the mornings and early afternoons, before rush lunch to the location where nearby office staff can stop by for a bite to eat. It is a place where both Egyptians and foreigners are tucked to enjoy a last or sad end. I personally spot 50 Canadians enjoying lunch, courtesy of the
teaching school in Cairo. It's a place where everyone is and no man hacked the seeker of the Egyptians. It may get something little by the null during late afternoon during the summer, but it's perfect during the winter months. There are also small mosquitoes at this time of the day, so I would recommend applying a rehearsal. Fridays are obviously busy, and
finding a parking space near the deck can be quite difficult. I found that during the middle of the week before rush to dine is the best time; if you love your peace and quiet, going forward this afternoon will guarantee you some of that. For photography reasons, I found that the best time of the day is in the morning, when the sky is still blue and it has no longer
turned to white from the film and warmth of the sun. Spent the entire day having a treat since I get to look at the sun set in the null. Each restaurant and café has their own bathroom and there is one main beside the entrance next to the Stairs to the Deck, a housekeeper next to the kids' play. There's also a prayer area for men and women at the end of the
platform next to Behan in Cafe and Tea Leaves. Watching the sun set from the Deck is a fun shepherd. The platform is fairly new, just recently opening in November 2013. The platform is where the perfect to spend the day with friends and family or even on your own. It's laid back again chic with sleeping and photography-friendly giving this place full
markings. The restaurants and coffeeshops at the Deck include: FLICK Café, Coffee &amp; Beans Tea Leaf, The Coffehop Company, Siciliano Golio's, Qahwa Laylay, Baladena, F.i.g, Mazaj, La Pietra, Master of Wings, Buffalo Burger, and Koy Lounge and Restaurant. The platform is null, Tuesday 500 metres after HSBC; on the right. Tel: 0115 671 114
Opening hours: Mon-Sun: 09:00 – 02:00 Facebook Pages: The Platform a variety of coffee located directly on the river in the tuesday area of cairo. I would recommend to stay away from the platform Thursday night and Friday except if you like a crowded location.. which obviously I don't. .. so mid-week visits are perfect for me.there is a play area for kids in
the back.. i tried kahwet laila, a Lebanese restaurant and it was pretty nice. As the center of Egypt's most social gathering, coffee in Cairo has taken a leap into the gourmet, with new furniture name venues and fixing more, modern decorations and menu items that easily cover the weekend minimum charge. On Tuesday, upscale outdoor food-court, the
platform, boasts a thorough kaleidoscope in Cairo to better have to offer in terms of restaurants and coffee – the newest one being the retro, Lebanese café, Kahwet Leila. With allowing the weather, we decided to sit in expansion zones outside the cafia to neglect the null. Decorated in wooden floor with pop-art paintings in Arabic traditional designs and
singers, the café studied an hour of modern comfort. The outdoor tables and chairs were in nylon material and added to the constitution, fulfillment, ambiance claims. Besides the whole area, Kahwet Lelia has quite a lot of people and weekend businesses and people waiting to have fought to respond to every hand gesture. Grab ourselves a train, we were
informed of the minimum 100WHelloading and being the menu to start to complain of. Completely avoided in any subtle uniform, the menu was introduced to Franco-Arabic and the items spelled out in a Lebanese Arabic. Though difficult to navigate, the descriptions of the dishes were detailed enough to go on and we could decide from their extensive range
of yummy mezzes, sandwich, main dishes, desert, drinks and sisha. Arriving a few minutes after injunction, a fresh orange juice (20LE) and taboo (20LE) arrived first. Refreshing with a kick of tiny height, the juice was a perfect accompaniment to the taboo salad zestti. Marinated in grey with lemon juice, Soujouk ou Banadoura's (40LE) was served on a small
dish with pieces that same size two sausage pillars on it. Though the conserving size was a tad dishes, the sausage was incredibly aromatic and each piece packed a huge amount of heat. Next up was the fetteh disappointment disappointment (45LE) - or chicken fatah. Buried under an obscene amount of yogurt dressed, the rice and the bread were
congestional along with the chicken pieces smoothly unseen in flavor and appearance. While their starters with their main cast were, in all honesty, rather mediocre, Kahwet Lelia surprised us with their impressive desserts. Jerking off syrup and vertical gold on a gorgeous house with pistachio ice-cream, Leila Osmanliet's (80LE) had the whole table forks on
the latest bite of the delectible treat. The traditional Lebanese dessert, Ghazel Beirut (45LE), sweating to be a scorpion of mysterka ice-cream wrapped in fine strands of flowers and drenche of syrup and scratch pichstachio. Following heaven's dessert options, we served the Lebanese coffee (12LE) that ended up as a typical Turkish coffee only featuring in a
cup of porcelain hand-painted coffee. Though we were symptomatic at first, Kahwet Lelia has proven to be well worth some of its high prices and introduced a new, modern approach to the coffee market too saturated through their unique approach, quality solid food and environmental trends. + {{staticContent.restaurant.checkout.addAddress}}
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